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Introduction
Numerous design methodologies have been developed to support product development process (PDP). Among them, Pahl and Beitz's Systematic Design approach (Pahl, et al., 2007) or methodology is widely accepted all over the world (Kurtoglu, et al., 2010) . According to Pahl and Beitz, PDP can be divided into four phases, which are task clarification, conceptual design, embodiment design and detail design. From these phases, conceptual design is the most critical phase in PDP since about 80% of product costs is determined during this phase (Pahl, et al., 2007; Li, et al., 2010; Koga, et al., 2009 ). This phase aims at obtaining the most promising solution concept that fulfills the design specification. Because of its importance, recently new paradigms being developed for future CAD systems have concentrated on the development of conceptual design (Zeng and Horváth, 2012; Goel, et al., 2012) . In other words, all the necessities and global competitive conditions force design authorities to develop conceptual design in various directions. These directions are the enhancement of applicability to practice, and the infusion of innovation into conceptual design process.
In this paper, we aim at establishing a model of innovative conceptual design process, which is based on Pahl and Beitz's Systematic Approach, in a more systematic, innovative and practical manner so that it is easily applicable and allows to obtain high innovative solutions. For that end, we decide to infuse QFD and TRIZ into the conceptual design process effectively. QFD aims to convey customer needs throughout PDP. In the proposed model, HOQ (House of Quality), which is a well-known implementation tool of QFD, is used for only converting customer needs into weighted Conceptual design is the most critical phase of engineering design process since the great majority of product cost is determined and a basic solution that significantly influences other phases is obtained in this phase. In the phase, there are still some vital issues need to be developed, such as applicability to practice, finding high innovative solutions. In this paper, to overcome these challenges, we aim to establish a model of innovative conceptual design process by incorporating systematically TRIZ and QFD into Pahl and Beitz's conceptual design approach. Herein TRIZ is used as a problem finder, a solution trigger, and a solution improver, which is one original contribution of this study. QFD is used for converting customer needs into design parameters that are further taken as criteria in the step of evaluation, which is another original contribution of this study. The applicability of the proposed model is demonstrated through a case study. The case study shows that the proposed model allows designers to find easily innovative and customer-centered solutions. Based on Altshuller's the levels of innovation, the effectiveness of the proposed model is evaluated, and consequently obtained innovative solutions at Level 2-4. design parameters. The weighted design parameters are used to evaluate solutions in the end of conceptual design, which is one original contribution of this paper. With regard to TRIZ, it is known as one of the most powerful systematic innovation strategies (Changqing, et al., 2005) . TRIZ helps designers quickly find innovative solutions through their robust knowledge base. In the proposed model, TRIZ along with HOQ is used as a problem finder in order to resolve contradictions among design parameters. Then TRIZ is used to search for solutions to subfunctions as a solution trigger. Finally TRIZ is used to improve a selected solution after evaluation step. Using TRIZ in the three different points and roles in conceptual design is another original contribution of this paper.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, Pahl and Beitz's conceptual design process, TRIZ, and QFD are briefly explained. In Section 3, the related works on the contributions of QFD and TRIZ to conceptual design are discussed. In Section 4, the new model of conceptual design process is described and demonstrated its applicability through a case study. In Section 5, a discussion about the results is given. Finally, conclusions and future works are presented in Section 6.
Theoretical background

Conceptual design process
Conceptual design phase aims to obtain a principle solution or a concept that is technically and economically feasible. The principle solution influences the later phases, which are embodiment design and detail design, and also considerably costs of products. Here we will focus on conceptual design process in Pahl and Beitz's Systematic Design approach. The process consists of seven steps (Pahl, et al., 2007) . In step 1, the essential problems are identified from the requirements list through abstraction. In step 2, firstly overall function is defined, and then it is divided into subfunctions. Consequently, a function structure, which represents functional flow of the system, is established by using the subfunctions. In step 3, it is searched for working principles that fulfill the subfunctions. In step 4, the working principles are combined within working structures in order to illustrate the basic structure of the system. In step 5, suitable combinations are selected by using a selection chart. In step 6, solution variants are firmed up. In step 7, these variants are evaluated against objectives tree containing technical and economic criteria by using an evaluation chart. As a result, a principle solution or a concept is obtained.
Innovation strategies: TRIZ and QFD
TRIZ
AItshuller has developed the TRIZ since 1946 by examining many inventive patents (Altshuller, 2005) . Altshuller and his colleagues have developed some TRIZ components after a long period of work. These components are grouped into analysis tools and knowledge sources. TRIZ process firstly starts with abstraction of a special technical problem through the analysis tools. In the end of abstraction, a problem model is obtained. Then a general solution for the problem model is searched by utilizing knowledge sources. Finally, a special technical solution is synthesized based upon the general solution. The analysis tools: contradiction analysis, su-field analysis, law of ideality and trends of evolution. TRIZ knowledge sources: 40 principles (sometimes with contradiction matrix), 76 standard solutions, 4 separation principles and 2500 special effects. Apart from these components, Altshuller proposes an algorithm that can be used in complex problems, which is called as ARIZ. ARIZ uses systematically TRIZ components and tries to resolve problems iteratively. However, the algorithm takes a long time since it involves a lot of steps and iteration loops. Within the context of this research, the contradiction analysis along with 40 principles and the su-field analysis along with 76 standard solutions are utilized because their use is easy and more practical compared to ARIZ and other components. For more detail information on TRIZ components, see (Altshuller, 2005) .
QFD
QFD was intended to provide the deployment of customer needs from product planning to detail design, which was developed by Yoji Akao in Japan in 1960s (Akao, 1990) . The most used tool of QFD is HOQ, which implements the quality deployment process. In the scope of this paper, we will use HOQ only for converting customer needs to design parameters. The weighted design parameters, instead of the objectives tree, are used as criteria in the evaluation step of conceptual design. Such an evaluation process allows us to decide customer-centered solutions.
Literature review
Researches on the contributions of QFD and TRIZ to conceptual design
In this section, we will discuss the contributions of QFD and TRIZ researches to conceptual design. Accordingly, a considerable amount of researches have been conducted on this direction.
Recently, TRIZ has been used to predict the future direction of technology development, for example see (Song, et al., 2012; Park, et al., 2013) . Nevertheless, in the conceptual design of complex systems, TRIZ should be used with the other innovation strategies (Changqing, et al., 2005) . Because of this, several works have been conducted on the integration of TRIZ and QFD researches. For example, Yamashina et al. (2002) proposed a product development process. In this work, QFD was used to associate between customer needs and quality characteristics, and finally between quality characteristics and the components. TRIZ was used to resolve contradictions among the quality characteristics. This process can be more useful for improvement of small-scale systems. But, it can take long time in the design of complex systems. Based on a modular approach, Chaoqun (2010) proposed an application system to integrate TRIZ and QFD in a theoretical manner. The system consists of three modules, namely the module of constructing the HOQ, the module of solving the conflict, and the module of preparing engineering reports. Besides conceptual design, the integration of TRIZ and QFD has been used to support PDP. For example, Yeh et al. (2011) applied an integration of four-phase TRIZ and QFD to the development of a notebook computer. The four-phase method can be easily implemented by designers and also it can present quality-based, environment-friendly products. Nevertheless, it is needed a wide problem space in order to generate more creative and diverse solutions.
We conclude that all of the works might not be enough for the development necessities of conceptual design, such as easily applicable and the need of high innovative solutions. The reasons could be given as follows:
1. The existing works use TRIZ and QFD as partially, usually for the improvement of an existing component or system. In such case, it is required to apply systematically and comprehensively these innovation strategies to conceptual design process in a way to cover original and innovative design as well. 2. Their models usually concentrate on a single contradiction, but they should consider all contradictions in a system. 3. Their models often have utilized complex design steps, so they have been difficult to implement. 4. In their models proposed, problem and solution spaces are narrow. It is required to expand these spaces for the development of an innovative design process.
The proposed model of innovative conceptual design process
In this section, we will introduce a model of innovative conceptual design process supported by TRIZ and QFD. The model, which is based on Pahl and Beitz's conceptual design, is given in Fig. 1 .
We will explain the progress of the model step by step. In step 1, it is required to determine customer needs. Then, the importance degrees of customer needs are deployed to design parameters and obtained weighted design parameters through HOQ. The weighted design parameters are further used in the step of evaluation. Thus, it is possible to make decisions in consideration with customer needs, which is one of the significant contributions of this study. In step 2, contradictions among design parameters are identified with the correlation matrix in the roof of HOQ tool. Then the contradictions are resolved through 40 principles and contradiction matrix, and accordingly creative or essential problem definitions are proposed. These problem definitions foster designers to find solutions to subfunctions more quickly and inventively. This is another significant contribution of the study. In step 3, the system is divided into subfunctions that have at least one working principle and they are combined in a function structure. In step 4, when searching for working principles to subfunctions, we must take into account the essential problems since they lead us towards directly an inventive solution space. In addition to this, 40 principles are considered one by one, and appropriate one or more of them is/are found for each of subfunctions. TRIZ's contradiction matrix may not be useful here because it is difficult to identify contradictions in subfunctions. In step 5, a large number of variants that represent a combination of the working principles are decreased by Pahl and Beitz's selection chart. In step 6, for the evaluation of the selected variants, Pahl and Beitz's evaluation chart can be used. As criteria, the weighted design parameters determined in step 1 are used. If the variant determined is sufficient for the design parameters, it is accepted as a final solution. But if not, it is suggested to apply su-field analysis to the variant. In step 7, if necessary, su-field analysis and 76 standard solutions are used to resolve or improve the problem area.
We will only explain steps that QFD and/or TRIZ is/are applied to (which are step 1, 2, 4, 6 and 7). Other steps (3, 5) are the same those of Pahl and Beitz's conceptual design. 
A Case study
To demonstrate the applicability of the proposed model, we carried out a case study that includes the conceptual design of a simple punch system. The main aim is to find high innovative solutions to the existing paper punch system.
Determine design parameters
Firstly we determined the customer needs on the hole punch, and their importance weights by investigating customer views in the literature via internet and documents. For example, a HOQ for the hole punch is given in Fig. 2 .
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Step 1 These needs can be augmented through customer survey questionnaires or face-to-face interviews. In the HOQ application, nine customer needs and their importance weights are given, such as easy handling (0,9), low cost (0,7), more papers (1), light (0,9), not folding or marking (0,7), quickly punching (0,6) and so on. These needs and weight values can be extended in detail. The next process is to determine design parameters that cover the customer needs. Here eight design parameters are determined in such a way as to associate with the customer needs. Then absolute and relative importance of the design parameters is calculated. To calculate absolute importance of the design parameters, the following formula is used:
Where, W TP (j) is the absolute importance of a design parameter, W Gi is the relative importance of a customer need, n is total number of customer needs, and F ij is the correlation grade that indicates degree of correlation between a customer need and a design parameter, for example, A=9, B=5, C=3 or D=1. To calculate the relative importance of the design parameters, the following formula is used:
Where, R j is the relative importance of a design parameter, W TP (j) is the absolute importance of a design parameter. The relative importance of a design parameter is required to identify which parameters are more critical. Also we will utilize the design parameters with normalized values as evaluation criteria in the step of evaluation. From the HOQ application, the ranking sequences of design parameters are given as reliability (18,9%), ergonomic (16,1%), simple design (13,4%) and so on.
Identify contradictions and define essential problems
With the correlation matrix in the roof of the HOQ application, five contradictions among the design parameters are identified. Capacity-weight is one of the five contradictions. For example, when we consider to increase the capacity of the hole punch, the weight of the system increases depending on sizes of the components of the systems. This situation is called as a technical contradiction. To resolve the contradiction through 40 principles, first of all, TRIZ contradictions corresponding to the contradictions in the correlation matrix must be explored. So the TRIZ contradiction can be easily resolved by TRIZ's contradiction matrix. Here capacity-weight contradiction might be considered as productivity-weight of stationary objects. Contradiction matrix proposes four solution principles (28, 27, 15 and 3) for the contradiction, productivity-weight of stationary objects. From the proposed principles, principle 3 (local quality) can be more adequate than others. Because the more we locally remove unnecessary areas in the system, the lighter the system can be. Consequently we should define an essential or a proposal problem statement based on principle 3. This definition can be stated as follows: "the system should be designed as locally as possible (take out unnecessary areas of parts)". In the same way, if we apply all processes for the other contradictions, we can obtain a list of essential problem definitions. Table 1 -2 briefly shows all processes in the step. The system should be designed as locally as possible (take out unnecessary areas of parts) P2 The system should be designed as dynamically as possible (make the system more flexible) P3 The degree of segmentation or fragmentation of some parts should be increased P4 Pre-arrange the required parts to enhance reliability P5 Some parts should be placed inside another or pass through a cavity in the other parts P6 In case of need, the parts shaped as curvilinear surfaces should be used
Search for working principles to sub functions
By utilizing 40 principles and the essential problems definitions, many working principles for the subfunctions were found in this step. The schematic working principles, the selected TRIZ principles and the essential problems are illustrated, through a morphological matrix, in Fig. 3 . The morphological matrix shows clearly which essential problems are satisfied in the context of which subfunctions. For example, the subfunction 1, namely "center pad of papers", has three working principles. First working principle is linear moving based on dynamicity principle. Dynamicity principle refers to make the parts more flexible, movable or adaptive. In the linear moving solution, if we push one side of the bar, the other side is closed by itself since the bar has interactively the rolling characteristics. At the same time, problem 2 and 4 are satisfied in subfunction 1. Problem 2 is satisfied by dynamicity principle whereas problem 4 is satisfied by centering the pad of papers quickly and in advance. Also the matrix gives us a level of innovation for each solution according to Altshuller's the levels of innovation (see Table 3 ). For example, whereas the linear moving solution is at level 2 (because only one technical contradictions), the angular moving solution is at level 3 (because its resolution is based on two technical contradictions). In the same way, the other working principles are found quickly thanks to 40 principles in such a way to satisfy the related problems and their levels of innovation are assigned. The working principles can be improved more effectively and the number of them can be augmented. 
Solutions
Evaluate variants against design parameters
In conceptual design, even though the evaluation process relies on qualitative conjecture, the principle solution variants are firmed up in a much concrete qualitative and rough quantitative form. To that end, we might construct rough sketches or solid models that represent a working structure consisting of the working principles. Thus we can establish the evaluation criteria and so conduct the evaluation process more effectively. We here will concentrate on two promising variants, V1: 1.1-2.1-3.1-4.2-5.3-6.1 and V2: 1.1-2.2-3.1-4.2-5.3-6.3, which are selected by Pahl and Beitz's selection chart. The solid model representations of these variants are given in Fig. 4 and 5 respectively. In the figures the subfunctions and their selected working principles, and the working structures consists of the working principles at maximum and minimum capacity are illustrated in detail. When comparing V1 and V2 in the Pahl and Beitz's evaluation chart (see Fig. 6 ), it can be seen that OWV of V2 is higher than that of V1. As a result, the variant V2 is judged to be the best since it has the highest overall value. 
Apply su-field analysis to problem area in the variant
In the last step, when examining the evaluation chart, the variant V2 has low value for two design parameters, namely weight and reliability. The requirement of decreasing weight could be meet by using light materials like composite, aluminum etc. or by designing the system more simply. We will here concentrate on the requirement of enhancing reliability. Reliability of the variant V2 needs to be improved based on particularly the punch-paper interaction as a problem area. In the problem area, it is expected to punch pad of papers without jamming because of waste paper. At this point, we can use su-field analysis to focus the problem area quickly. Su-field analysis aims to establish a problem model that includes an object or substance (S1), caused by another object (S2) with the help of a field like mechanical, heat. For the punch-paper problem area, a su-field model is given in Fig. 7 . Fig. 7 Su-field model of punch-paper problem area For the resolution of the problem area, 76 standard solutions are more suitable since the standard solutions are prepared directly for su-field models. For the punch-paper problem, the solution numbered as 1.1.2 can be applied to the problem. This solution definition is that "incorporate an internal additive in either S1 or S2". From the solution definition, it can be conceived that a simple mechanism cleans up the waste paper automatically by running in the punch. Fig. 8 indicates the solution su-field model, the 2D and 3D model representations of the solution to the problem area. This new model presents a spring solution (S3) inside the punch, and so the level of innovation of the solution is elevated to level 4 because all contradictions in the subfunction are resolved. 
Discussion
We think that it can be possible to determine the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed model in two ways. In the first way, we tried to design the punch according to two different design models: classical conceptual design process and, TRIZ and QFD-assisted conceptual design, and to see the results of these designs. When we designed the punch by following only the classical conceptual design process, we saw that the levels of innovation of the solutions found vary between level 1 and 2. In other words, this first design process leads us to find solutions that are simple S2 S1
Harmful effect (waste paper jamming)
Useful effect (perforated paper) Fmek S2 S1 Useful effect (perforated paper) S3 Su-field model of the improved problem area The 2D drawing of the improved solution The 3D solid model of the improved solution improvements. For example, we found a straight line handle solution instead of extendable or foldable one. However, when designed the punch by following QFD and TRIZ-assisted conceptual design process, we saw that the levels of innovation of the solutions vary between level 2 and 4 at the end of this process. Herein we can say that QFD and TRIZ can boost innovative thinking in the design process. Also, at the end of these design efforts, we observe that the total time of the QFD and TRIZ assisted design process is significantly (2-4 hours) shorter than the classical design process. 
Conclusions and Future Works
In this paper, we developed a model of innovative conceptual design process by incorporating systematically TRIZ and QFD into Pahl and Beitz's conceptual design. With this model, it was intended to cope with the challenges of conceptual design process, such as applicable to practice, obtaining high innovative solutions. Here TRIZ was used as a problem finder (with contradiction analysis and 40 principles) and solution trigger (with 40 principles), and solution improver (with su-field analysis and 76 standard solutions). QFD was used for converting customer needs into design parameters that are used to evaluate solutions. The applicability of the proposed model is demonstrated through a case study. The case study shows that the proposed model allows designers to find easily innovative and customer-centered solutions. Based on Altshuller's the levels of innovation, the effectiveness of the proposed model is evaluated, and consequently obtained high innovative solutions at Level 2-4.
For the future research, we will investigate how to integrate this proposed model with knowledge based methodologies in the conceptual design process. Also there are several important directions that can offer an insight into the future of conceptual design studies. These are: the development of innovative conceptual design process based on computer support, the building a bridge between such a conceptual design process and the future CAD systems.
In the second way, we tried to compare the proposed model to other some QFD and TRIZ-assisted design models against applicability, scope of conceptual design and levels of innovation (see Table 4 ). Except for Chaoqun's model [14] , other models and our model are supported by a case study to show applicability of these models. On the other hand, the three models contribute partially to conceptual design, such as for realizing functional analysis and analyzing customer needs. But the design process should be conducted systematically from design specification to evaluation of solution variants in order to attain robust and innovative solutions. With the levels of innovation, it can be seen that all of the three models can attain innovative solutions at level 1-3 using only 40 principles. In the TRIZ literature, it is known that 40 principles can mostly elevate the level of innovation to level 2-3. But, if su-field analysis and 76 standard solutions are used to resolve contradictions, it can be possible to attain innovative solutions at level 3-4. Consequently, we can say that our proposed model has superiority and important advantages compared to the other some models. On the other hand, to reap the maximum benefit, the proposed model should be applied with a more comprehensive design projects.
